Q & A with Dr Chakraborty about Mental Health

Here is an opportunity to ask anything about Mental Health from Dr Apu Chakraborty (BA, MA, MB, BS, MRCPsych, MSc, PhD, FRCPC)

Dr Chakraborty is the Medical Manager, Downtown Eastside Mental Health Services, Saint Paul’s Emergency Room, Clinical Assistance Professor, Department Psychiatry UBC. He graduated in Medicine from Cambridge University, University College London, and The London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine UK, studied at Harvard University and The Institute of Psycho-Analysis.

Thursday May 4th, 2017
6:30 pm - 7:30 pm
Atrium of the HOpe Centre
1337 St. Andrews Avenue, North Vancouver. V7L 0B8

Everyone is welcome!
Coffee provided, by Blenz HOpe Cafe
Seating Limited
RSVP required

Please RSVP to hopementalhealth@cmha.bc.ca
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